English

Reading Carousel
A big thank you to those parents who have offered to
help with Reading Carousel this term. The children are
really enjoying learning about Ancient Greek culture
and society in different ways.

We have been working on our research skills in our English lessons this
week. We have focussed on finding information from books to get an
idea about what life in ancient Greece was like.
We also wrote about our own mythical creature, describing its
movements, feelings and physical appearance. We used these
descriptions to help us write a descriptive paragraph about our mythical
creature. Please pop in to school to see our amazing mythical creature
display outside 3C.

Reminders
Greek Day
Y3 Greek Day will be on Friday 15th March. Your child
will need to were to school a simple Greek costume
(chiton) that is suitable for an active day.

Maths
In maths we have further developed our understanding of fractions, using
the Bar Model to find fractions of shape before using what we had
learned to find fractions of an amount. During Maths Carousel we
applied our understanding of fractions to multiplication and division
statements and made a fraction loop.

Topic
The human skeleton was our focus this week in science. The children
learnt the different bones of the human skeleton and loved labelling
their own moving parts skeleton! Ask your child if they can sing the
‘bones song’?

PE Kits
Spellings

luckiest

Thank you for making sure children came with
their correct kit this week. There were no missing
swimming kits and a very few missing PE kits!
Apologies for the confusion over PE days:

tidiest

Tuesday—Games—outdoor kit

chattiest

Wednesday –PE—gym kit

silliest

greediest

happiest
RE
This week we have discussed the differences between Christianity and
Judaism finding out about the Jewish holy book, the Torah and special
items of clothing worn for prayer. If you have any items that we could
share with the children we promise to take good care of them!

funniest
laziest
smartest
slowest

Time machines

Please continue to collect recycling for the
children’s time machines, and a shoe box if you
have one.
Fluffy Friday
Please remind your child to bring in £1 towards the
cost of their Fluffy activity.

